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Abstract

The last two decades have seen rapid developments in short-pulse x-ray sources, which have

enabled the study of chemical dynamics by x-ray spectroscopies with unprecedented sensitivity

to nuclear and electronic degrees of freedom on all relevant time scales. In this perspective,

some of the major achievements in the study of chemical dynamics with x-ray pulses produced

by high-harmonic, free-electron-laser and synchrotron sources on time scales from attoseconds to

nanoseconds are reviewed. Major advantages of x-ray spectral probing of chemical dynamics are

unprecedented time resolution, element and oxidation state specificity and - depending on the type

of x-ray spectroscopy - sensitivity to both the electronic and nuclear structure of the investigated

chemical system. Particular dynamic processes probed by x-ray radiation, which are highlighted

in this perspective, are the measurement of electronic coherences on attosecond to femtosecond

time scales, time-resolved spectroscopy of chemical reactions such as dissociations and pericyclic

ring-openings, spin-crossover dynamics, ligand-exchange dynamics, and structural deformations in

excited states. X-ray spectroscopic probing of chemical dynamics holds great promise for the future

due to the ongoing developments of new types of x-ray spectroscopies such as four-wave mixing

and the continuous improvements of the emerging laboratory-based high-harmonic sources, and

large-scale facility-based free-electron lasers.

∗peter.kraus@berkeley.edu
†dneumark@berkeley.edu
‡srl@berkeley.edu
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I. THE X-RAY SPECTROSCOPIC REVOLUTION

Time-resolved experimental techniques have played a major role in our fundamental un-

derstanding of chemical processes. Temperature jump [1] and flash photolysis methods [2]

were rigorously explored in the 1950‘s. Their application led to the successful investigation

of reactive free radicals and other transient species, as well as the study of fast ionic reactions

such as the association of protons and hydroxide to form water. The success of those meth-

ods, employing only incoherent light sources at the time, culminated in the Nobel Prize in

Chemistry in 1967 for Manfred Eigen, Ronald George Wreyford Norrish and George Porter

“for their studies of extremely fast chemical reactions, effected by disturbing the equilib-

rium by means of very short pulses of energy” [3]. These studies were mainly concerned

with species and reactions occurring on the microsecond to nanosecond time scale.

Ultrafast lasers can reveal even faster processes and provide access to the fundamental

time scales of the making and breaking of a chemical bond. Pump-probe experiments were

developed to record the real-time evolution of photochemical reactions in order to follow

nuclear dynamics on electronically excited potential energy surfaces [4–7] and to spectrally

characterize transient species [8] during such reactions. These breakthroughs led to another

Nobel Prize in Chemistry, which was awarded in 1999 to Ahmed H. Zewail “for his studies

of the transition states of chemical reactions using femtosecond spectroscopy” [9].

After these tremendously successful eras of studying chemical dynamics, one can ask

where the next frontier areas lie. Considerable efforts are underway to develop techniques

to “make a molecular movie”, in which one images the evolving geometric structure of a

molecule undergoing a reaction. X-ray diffraction and scattering [10] as well as electron

diffraction methods [11] have been developed to study transient nuclear structures during

electrocyclic reactions [10] and photoinduced elimination reactions [11], and to image the

atomic scale motion during a molecular dissociation [12]. While these methods can provide

superb information on evolving nuclear geometries, another important aspect of chemical

reactivity is the evolving electronic structure, the dynamics of which can occur on time

scales as fast as attoseconds. Electron dynamics can be probed by powerful spectroscopic

methods. Possibly the ultimate goal of studying photochemical reaction dynamics would be

to instantly remove or excite an electron in a complex molecule, and subsequently follow

how the initial photoexcitation first launches electron dynamics, and finally resolves into
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nuclear dynamics and bond-breaking. In this perspective, it is outlined how emerging x-ray

spectroscopic techniques can be applied to accomplish this challenge and to follow both the

electronic and nuclear structure of chemical complexes undergoing dynamical processes.

Generally, the probing wavelength in an ultrafast experiment determines which transitions

are probed between initial and final states during a chemical process, and thus what aspects

of a reaction are monitored. Many spectroscopic techniques with visible and infrared light

have been developed that probe transitions between valence states and vibrational levels,

respectively. X-ray spectroscopy on the other hand can elucidate dynamics by probing

transitions from an inner shell core orbital into a valence state. These localized core-level

transitions are element-specific and thus rely on reporter atoms to follow dynamical processes

[13]. The core level can be subject to energy shifts during chemical reactions, when the

oxidation state of the atom and thus the effective screening of the core-hole potential changes;

this makes x-ray spectroscopy a sensitive tool to follow charge state dynamics, oxidation

states and spin states of atoms and molecules. In favorable cases, the steep change in energy

with internuclear separation of core level potentials can even provide information about bond

length changes directly via shifts in core-level transition energies [14–16]. If the screening of

the core-hole potential does not change much during a dynamical process, energy shifts of

the core-level are negligible compared to valence-shell dynamics, which can make core-level

spectroscopies a selective tool for following valence shell processes.

Besides the noted advantageous properties of x-rays for probing chemical dynamics, an-

other major driving force at work in the x-ray spectral region is the possibility to generate

shorter pulses than in the visible spectral range [17]. Attosecond pulses [18], which are at the

current frontier of ultrashort pulse generation, can measure purely electronic dynamics be-

fore the onset of any nuclear motion. High-harmonic generation (HHG) based x-ray sources

can enable ultrashort pulses of a few tens of attoseconds duration [19–23], with the shortest

currently reported pulse duration being 43 as [23]. In the past autocorrelation measurements

of x-ray free electron lasers (FELS) by two-photon ionization have demonstrated pulse dura-

tions on the order of 30 fs [24, 25], and photoelectron streaking measurements revealed that

some x-ray pulses were on average no longer than 4.4fs [26]. The latest developments are

pushing these pulse durations down to the sub-fs range, and single-spike hard x-ray pulses

with a bandwidth supporting pulse durations of about 200 as have been generated [27].

Synchrotron based experiments can employ femtosecond slicing techniques to obtain pulse
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durations in the range of tens to hundreds of femtoseconds [28]. While FEL and synchrotron

experiments [29, 30] are carried out at large-scale facilities, HHG based experiments have

the additional advantage that they can be realized in a table-top laboratory setting.

In this perspective, the relevant time scales and processes of photoinduced chemical dy-

namics will be discussed. Examples of processes on all relevant time scales, from attoseconds

to nanoseconds, will be presented and the relevant x-ray techniques to probe these processes

will be illustrated (Fig. 1). This perspective highlights what x-ray spectroscopic methods

can contribute in resolving chemical dynamics, while not being a complete review of all

available studies of chemical dynamics with x-rays. The perspective primarily focuses on

molecular species, rather than materials, for which x-rays also offer similarly exquisite new

determinations of time dynamics [31–40].

II. X-RAY TECHNIQUES FOR FOLLOWING CHEMICAL DYNAMICS

Figure 1 illustrates the relevant time scales of photo-induced chemical dynamics. The

fastest processes relevant to chemical dynamics are lifetimes of highly excited states and

delays in photoemission [41–43]. Attosecond photoelectron interferometry techniques are

powerful in measuring such delays. These techniques are based on extreme ultraviolet

(XUV)/x-ray photoionization, and using a phase-locked near-infrared pulse to modulate

the momentum of the outgoing electron to exactly time its moment of release.

If the lifetimes of the excited states are long enough [44], the preparation of a mani-

fold of electronically excited states can launch coherent electron dynamics. X-ray emission

techniques such as high-harmonic spectroscopy (HHS) rely on the precisely timed sub-cycle

ionization, acceleration and recombination [45, 46] of one of the valence electrons in the

investigated atom or molecule. While the process of ionization can induce dynamics, the

photorecombination process can be interpreted as time-reversed photoionization, which is

thus very sensitive to the electronic structure of the evolving transient species. This allows

the process of HHG to be employed as a unified pump-probe scheme. This idea was first used

to follow the nuclear motion of the hydrogen atoms in H2 following strong-field ionization

with a resolution of about 100 as by comparing the HHG spectra of H2 and D2 [46]. This

technique has been further developed to follow the periodic relaxation of an electron hole in

CO2 [47] and N2 [48], as well as charge migration in the molecule HCCI [49]. Independently,
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FIG. 1: X-ray spectroscopy of chemical dynamics: (a) Chemical dynamic processes occur on

different time scales spanning from attoseconds (10−18 s) to nanoseconds (10−9 s). Various x-ray

techniques are suited to investigate the different processes on all time scales. (b) Illustration of the

different x-ray techniques that can be used in time-resolved (tr) experiments to measure chemical

dynamics.

HHS has been demonstrated to be very sensitive to the electronic structure of atoms and

molecules through the photorecombination dipole moment, which was used for tomographic

imaging of molecular orbitals [50, 51], and to measure photorecombination resonances [52–

54] and laser-modified electronic structures [55]. Moreover, generating high harmonics with

an infrared pulse from a photoexcited sample can be employed as a probe in a pump-probe
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experiment. The sensitivity of HHG to the evolving electronic structure of photoexcited

molecules enables photochemical studies of dissociations [56, 57] and conical intersections

[58–60]. Recent advances in solid-state high-harmonic generation [61] have pointed out op-

portunities to extend this technique for measurements of transient band structure changes

[62] and phase transitions in strongly correlated materials [63].

Electronic dynamics and coherences can also be studied by time-resolved x-ray absorp-

tion near-edge structure (tr-XANES) spectroscopy. XANES measures the electronic struc-

ture from the viewpoint of a reporter atom in terms of the joint density of states (jDOS)

between a core level and an empty valence state. Importantly, the frequency resolution

of XANES is not limited by the bandwidth of the laser pulses, but rather is given by the

natural linewidth of the transitions, because the measurement of an absorption line can be

interpreted as the interference between the x-ray radiation and the induced x-ray polariza-

tion [64]. Thus XANES is very popular for investigations on all timescales. Examples in this

perspective include the measurement of coherent electron dynamics [65] on the attosecond

to femtosecond time scale, photodissociation and electrocyclic ring-opening dynamics on the

tens to hundreds of fs time scale [66, 67], and spin-crossover dynamics on the femtosecond

to picosecond time scale [68].

While XANES provides information on the electronic structure from the viewpoint of a

reporter atom, extensions of this technique to several tens to a hundred eV above the onset

of an absorption edge can specifically reveal information on the nuclear structure. This

extended x-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) is sensitive to the scattering of a pho-

toelectron with neighboring atoms, and the intensity modulations report on the geometry

in the vicinity of the reporter atom [69]. Such structural changes typically occur on slower

time scales, and an example considered in this perspective describes structural changes in

photoactivated diplatinum complexes on picosecond to nanosecond time scales. As noted,

nuclear dynamics are also obtained via XANES through the dependence of the core level

transition energy on internuclear separation [14–16]. Thus optical x-ray absorption spec-

troscopy in the form of XANES or EXAFS can already provide information on all relevant

time-scales down to attoseconds, with sensitivity to electronic and nuclear dynamics.

Instead of analyzing the absorbed light, x-rays emitted from the sample can be detected.

In x-ray emission spectroscopy (XES) [70], an x-ray photon is used to create a core-hole, and

subsequently x-ray fluorescence or resonant inelastic x-ray scattering processes (RIXS) are
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detected. An example for RIXS is given below. X-ray emission occurs due to the transition

from valence orbitals to the core hole, and thus reflects the density of occupied states,

whereas x-ray absorption measures unoccupied states as described in the last paragraphs.

This sensitivity to occupied states was used to track the photosynthetic O2 formation in the

photosystem II on µs timescales and to identify the previously postulated but unobserved

S4 state in the oxygen evolution cycle [71].

Other techniques besides absorption can be very beneficial in elucidating chemical dy-

namics. Photoemission techniques allow to directly ionize core electrons instead of observing

core-to-valence transitions, and the method has the additional benefit of exclusively tracing

the dynamics of charge state changes and interfacial charge transfer [72, 73]. Photoemis-

sion techniques in the XUV and x-ray are capable of measuring femtosecond to nanosecond

dynamics [74–76]. Apart from core-level photoelectron studies, x-rays can be tremendously

useful for valence-state photoemission. The high photon energies allow to map a large

inverse space of the band structure of investigated materials in angle-resolved photoemis-

sion spectroscopy (ARPES) studies [77]. Time-resolved ARPES with XUV pulses [78, 79]

generated by HHG for valence shell photoemission have been successfully applied to mea-

sure light-induced phase transitions [80] and to identify mechanisms for light-induced phase

transitions [81], and new high-repetition rate narrowband HHG sources [82] pave the way

towards studies of electron dynamics in novel materials.

Charge transfer following photoexcitation or photoionization can occur on few-

femtosecond time scales and can be monitored with high temporal resolution through

photofragmentation studies [83, 84]. This technique was applied to measure dynamics in

the phenylalanine cation, where XUV pulses first ionized phenylalanine, and subsequent IR

pulses probe the dynamics by ionizing the system to a state of the dication, which subse-

quently dissociates [84, 85]. The modulations in one of the fragment ions versus time delay

reveal the evolution of the charge density following ionization.

Complicated spin crossover dynamics can be resolved by XANES [68], but in complex sys-

tems passage through multiple chemically similar transition states cannot always be resolved

by simple absorption measurements. Resonant inelastic x-ray scattering (RIXS) is a new

powerful x-ray emission technique that can solve this problem. In RIXS x-ray pulses are used

to core-excite the sample, the core-hole is subsequently refilled by a valence electron, and

the spectrum of the subsequent x-ray emission is detected as a function of the incident x-ray
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photon energy. This can be understood as an x-ray scattering technique, which leaves the

sample in an excited state and effectively probes the valence shell transitions by measuring

the energy difference of incoming and outgoing photons, thus minimizing the effect of core

hole shifts. First time-resolved studies using RIXS were applied to resolve ligand-exchange

and spin-crossover dynamics in a solution of Fe(CO)5 in ethanol (EtOH) [86], discussed in

detail in this perspective.

An in-depth discussion of some of the examples mentioned in this section is provided in

the following sections.

TABLE I: Overview of available short-pulse x-ray light sources.
Photon energy Pulse energy Repetition rate Average Power Pulse duration

HHG <1.5 keV [87],

significant flux for

time-resolved

experiments at

<450 eV [66, 67, 88]

10 µJ (at 10 Hz, 20

eV) [89, 90],

typically <1 nJ at 1

kHz [90–92]

Up to 80 MHz [93] <10 µW [93, 94],

1 mW expected [95]

43 as (at 100 eV) [23]

FEL <24 keV (0.5 Å)

[96, 97]

Up to 1 mJ ≈100 Hz,

27 kHz and 1 MHz

planned [96]

up to 120 mW [96, 97] 4.4 fs [26],

Bandwidth supports

200 as [27]

Synchrotron (time

sliced)

<100 keV [98] 1 nJ [98] 1-10 kHz [98] 10 µW [98] 100 fs [98]

Before concluding this section, a brief discussion on the technical constraints of different

x-ray sources is provided here. As mentioned earlier, only HHG sources can be realized in

a table-top setting, and those currently provide the best time resolution [21, 23]. Further

characteristic and current state-of-the-art parameters of HHG, FEL and synchrotron sources

are summarized in Table I. While HHG sources are hugely advantageous due to their

compactness and short pulse durations, their main drawback is the inefficiency of the HHG

process and the low pulse energies. However, comparatively high average powers on the

order of <1mW for MHz repetition rates can currently be generated by XUV frequency

combs, which rely on coupling an IR frequency comb into an XUV enhancement cavity

[99, 100]. New high-energy and high-power x-ray sources are currently developed in the

ELI-ALPS facility, which will be run as a user facility and be the first facility of its kind for

HHG experiments [101, 102]. Free electron lasers can provide much higher pulse energies

up to mJ levels, but these are currently limited to rather low repetition rates (≈100 Hz).

The new LCLS II and European XFEL FELs will be the first high repetition rate FELs

at 1 MHz and 27 kHz, respectively [97]. A good summary of the parameters for all FELs

operating in the x-ray regime is given on the XFEL homepage [96]. The biggest advantage
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FIG. 2: Electronic coherences measured in atoms and molecules: (a) Schematic of the

4p shell holes in the krypton ion as excited by the visible light laser pulse. The XUV probe, not

shown, measures transitions to the 3d shell. The energy splitting between the 4p−13/2 and 4p−11/2 is

shown. (b) This energy splitting leads to the coherent oscillations as measured by the 4p−13/2 ←

3d−13/2 transition. (c) The quantum phase and ensemble-averaged hole density distributions in the 4p

sub-shell as reconstructed from the measured coherence and a density matrix model. (d) Molecular

structure of the aromatic acid phenylalanine with carbon shown as dark gray spheres; hydrogen as

light grey; nitrogen as blue; oxygen as red. (e) Yield of doubly charged immonium ions following

excitation with an attosecond pump, with the inset showing an exponential rise and decay fit, and

the bottom panel showing the extracted coherence of 4.3 fs period. (f) Time-averaged hole density

following attosecond ionization. The amine group measured in (e) is shaded in the first panel,

and the origin of the measured electronic-wavepacket coherence is indicated. Panels (a) - (c) are

adapted from ref. [65], and panels (d) - (f) are adapted from ref. [84].

of current femtosecond synchrotron sources is their availability, their wavelength tunability,

and the high repetition rates, which are favorable for time-resolved experiments. However,

the femtosecond-slicing technique [28] inherently limits the available pulse energies.
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III. ATTOSECOND TRACKING OF COHERENT ELECTRON MOTION

Electronic coherences can be thought to be a primary quantum response of a system

following short-pulse light-matter interaction. After photoexcitation, the quantum states are

initially coherent, which leads to an oscillatory evolution of the electron density and related

spectroscopic observables. Macroscopic kinetics, described by exponential decay processes,

can subsequently set in, when the coherences have dephased or the energy has coupled to

other available degrees of freedom. Vibronic couplings, i.e. the coupling of electronically

excited states in a molecule through nuclear degrees of freedom, can cause dephasing of an

electronic coherence on timescales as fast as one femtosecond [103]. Nevertheless, long-lived

coherences exist, and this exciting observation has been speculated to play a significant

role in light-induced photosynthetic energy transfer [104], which is still a hot and debated

topic today [105]. Besides the application of photosynthetic energy transfer, the possibility

to observe decoherence rates in coherently excited systems has tremendous applications in

quantum information and quantum computing. Applications in these fields typically aim

at creating a binary entangled state, and preserving the excited coherence for a given time

[106–108].

Attosecond spectroscopy is capable of directly tracking the coherent quantum evolution of

systems (Fig. 2). In 2010 a first pioneering experiment investigated the quantum evolution

of an electron hole in ionized krypton atoms. In this experiment a sub-5 fs near-infrared

pump pulse was used to strong-field ionize krypton, preparing the cation in the spin-orbit

split states with an electron hole in the 4p−1(3/2) and 4p−1(1/2) states, which are split by an energy

separation of ∆E = 0.67 eV corresponding to an oscillation period of the hole density of

τ = h/∆E = 6.3 fs. This periodic oscillation was probed by XUV core-to-valence band

transitions. The XUV attosecond pulses promoted 3d core electrons into the 4p−1(3/2) and

4p−1(1/2) vacancies, which resulted in a periodic modulation of the XUV absorbance as a

function of the pump-probe delay due to the periodically changing alignment of the p-hole

superposition state. The combined observation of the amplitude and phase of the oscillations

allowed to reconstruct the evolution of the electron-hole density as a function of the pump-

probe delay.

Coherent attosecond electron dynamics in more complex systems have gained consider-

able interest in recent years. Attosecond charge migration, which describes a purely elec-
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tronic oscillating coherent motion following ionization, as opposed to charge transfer, which

also involves nuclear motion, was investigated theoretically [109–111]. In particular, theo-

retical analyses showed that attosecond charge migration can be linked to strong electron

correlations in molecules [110, 112–115]. Ultrafast electron dynamics following ionization

were investigated experimentally by attosecond spectroscopy through photoionization and

fragmentation techniques. The amino acid phenylalanine was ionized by an XUV attosec-

ond pulse, and a subsequent near-infrared pulse was used to produce the dication through

multiphoton ionization. This experiment revealed an oscillation in the yield of the immo-

nium dication versus time delay, which is one of the fragmentation products resulting from

the dissociation of the dication. Comparison to time-dependent density functional theory

(TDDFT) simulations related this oscillation to a complex electronic motion.

While the results in krypton illustrate that the coherent electronic wave packet lives for

a long time and will only dephase once the atoms collide in the gas phase, the coherent

electron oscillations in phenylalanine clearly dephase much more rapidly in about 40 fs. The

reason for this is the redistribution of the electronic excitation into other states by passage

through conical intersections mediated by vibronic couplings, and generally the dephasing of

electronic coherences through nuclear motion. This redistribution of the electronic excitation

energy can then further induce reactions and more complex chemical dynamics, which are

discussed in the next sections.

IV. FEMTOSECOND PHOTOCHEMICALLY INDUCED PROCESSES

Femtosecond XANES is ideally suited to follow photochemical dynamics. The changes

in the electronic environment of a reporter atom during a chemical reaction lead to energy

shifts of the absorption edges, which can be employed to track the photochemical processes.

Recently, pioneering HHG-based experiments studied the femtosecond dynamics of electro-

cyclic ring-openings and dissociations at the x-ray carbon K-edge [66, 67]. These examples

are shown in Fig. 3.

Cyclohexadiene is photoexcited by 266 nm (Fig. 3a), 100 fs laser pulses from its 1A

ground state to the 1B excited state by promoting an electron from the 2π HOMO to the

1π∗ LUMO (Fig. 3b). Subsequently the system relaxes through two conical intersections

with an intermediate 2A transition state, where the 1π∗ orbital is doubly occupied and
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FIG. 3: Following a chemical reaction with soft x-ray spectroscopy: (a) Schematic view

of the potential energy surfaces of ground state and photoexcited cyclohexadiene (CHD), which

undergoes an electrocyclic ring-opening through conical intersections. The relevant electronic con-

figurations of the transition states of the photochemical reaction are shown in (b). (c) Experimental

transient absorption spectrum of CHD in the water window at the carbon-K edge. (d) Calculated

x-ray absorption versus bond length of the light induced CF+
4 + → CF+

3 + F reaction, which is

shown schematically in (e). (f) Experimental transient absorption spectrum in the water window

at the carbon k edge. The experimental trace in time mirrors the theoretical prediction based on

bond length. Adapted from refs. [66] and [67].

the 2π unoccupied, back to the 1A ground-state of hexatriene, which has an open ring.

This evolution is tracked through the transient XANES signal (Fig. 3c), which reveals the

preparation of the 2A state (the so-called pericyclic minimum, see Fig. 3a) to proceed

within 60±20 fs and to subsequently decay within 110±60 fs to the 1A ground state of

cyclohexatriene. In a similar way, the femtosecond intersystem crossing in acetylacetone

could be tracked via x-ray transient absorption at the carbon K-edge [116].
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In an example shown in Fig.3d-f, a strong NIR pulse ionizes CF4 molecules, which sub-

sequently dissociate into CF+
3 cations and F atoms (Fig. 3e). The dissociation breaks the

symmetry of the system and thus leads to the appearance of a new x-ray spectral line in car-

bon (Fig. 3f) at lower energies, and the carbon K-edge x-ray transition probes the evolution

from a tetrahedral carbon atom to one with a trigonal planar chemical environment. The

transient absorption spectrum (Fig. 3f) mimics the changes in the distance of the dissoci-

ating C-F bond (Fig. 3d) and the simultaneous relaxation of the coordinates of the other

three fluorine atoms.

The generality of femtosecond XANES was furthermore demonstrated by many other

studies that have measured the evolution of vibrational wave packets in molecular bromine

following strong-field ionization [14], the strong-field-ionization induced ring opening of

selenophene [117], the ionization-induced dissociation of dibromomethane and ferrocene

[118, 119], and the evolution of transition states during the dissociation of methyl iodide

[120]. These measurements were done at element specific absorption edges in the XUV

between 40-70 eV.

The current limitations of high-harmonic sources are mainly rooted in the low photon

flux at high photon energies. While HHG radiation up to >1 keV has been demonstrated

[87], x-ray pump-probe studies around 300 eV at the carbon K edge have recently been es-

tablished [66, 67, 116], and the achievable limits are being pushed continuously to higher and

higher energies currently approaching the titanium L-edge around 450 eV [88]. Synchrotrons

and FELs are sources that can provide much higher photon energies. While synchrotrons

are intrinsically narrow band sources, the development of femtosecond slicing in 2001 [28]

enabled synchrotron based studies with sub 100 fs time resolution. First femtosecond x-ray

absorption studies subsequently addressed the photoinduced phase transition in VO2 [121],

which could be simultaneously followed at the Vanadium L-edge and oxygen K-edge.

The new capabilities of femtosecond slicing techniques were applied to study spin-

crossover dynamics. Spin crossover is a ubiquitous and heavily researched phenomenon in

Fe(II) complexes, which can generally occur following photoexcitation. Within a ligand-field

theory description of the iron complex, the metal d orbitals are arranged as triply degener-

ate t2g and doubly degenerate eg orbitals, which are occupied by six valence electrons of the

Fe(II) complex, and five valence electrons for a photochemically reduced Fe(III) complex

(lower panel in Fig. 4a). If the magnitude of the ligand field splitting (energy difference
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FIG. 4: Time-resolved XANES measurement of spin crossover dynamics in aqueous

Iron(II)-tris(bipyridine) ([Fe(II)(bpy)3]
2+): (a) Schematic of the potential energy surfaces

along the Fe-N bond distance and relaxation cascade following photo-excitation by a 400-nm laser

pulse (blue arrow). The initial excitation from the low spin (LS) state 1A1 into the singlet metal-

to-ligand-charge-transfer (1MLCT) is followed by an intersystem crossing into the triplet 3MLCT

and subsequent relaxation into the lowest excited quintet or high spin (HS) state 5T2 with the

time scales indicated. (b) The spin crossover can be directly studied at the Fe K-edge, where

the resulting bond lengthening (indicated in inset) causes changes in the XANES spectrum with

most significant changes near the absorption edge (orange arrow). (c) Ultrafast time-resolved

measurement by varying the time delay (∆t) at a fixed photon energy employing femtosecond time

slicing at a synchrotron allows measuring the time scale of the spin crossover to approximately

250-300 fs and comparison to model calculations (red solid line) allows determining the bond

lengthening to 0.2 Å. Adapted from ref. [68].

between t2g and eg states) is larger than the pairing energy for the electrons, a low-spin

(LS) complex is formed, as unpairing the electrons would be energetically unfavorable. The

opposite is true for a smaller ligand field splitting, which leads to an unpairing of electrons

and thus a high-spin complex (HS). Spin crossover can be induced by light, magnetic fields,

and temperature or pressure jumps. Generally, spin-crossover complexes can potentially
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serve as light-induced switches or molecular data storage devices. Spin-crossover dynamics

in the prototypical Iron(II)-tris(bipyridine) ([Fe(II)(bpy)3]
2+) complex have been studied ex-

tensively by ultrafast spectroscopy [122–124]. In particular the exact relaxation cascade that

leads to the population of the HS state following photoexcitation from the LS state is a de-

bated topic [125]. Femtosecond XANES studies at the Fe K-edge of Fe(II)(bpy)3]
2+ resolved

this controversy [68, 126]. The study is summarized in Fig. 4. Pump pulses centered at 266

nm excite the LS ground state to the singlet metal-to-ligand charge transfer state (1MLCT,

Fig. 4a), effectively reducing the metal center. In order to follow the subsequent dynamics,

a previously established link was used: namely an increased XAS peak intensity at the Fe K

edge is correlated with an increased Fe-N bond length, and different bond lengths have been

established for the different complexes. The experiment by Bressler et al. [68] observed such

an increase in the absorption edge after a relatively long delay of 50 ps (Fig. 4b), indicating

that a long-lived HS complex corresponding to a 5T2 quintuplet state is formed, which is the

final product of a spin crossover of the photoexcited singlet MLCT state. Thus time-resolved

measurements at the Fe K-edge (7126 eV) were used to indirectly follow the evolution of the

bond length after photoexcitation. A step-like rise of the absorbance within 250-300 fs (Fig.

4c) indicated the ultrafast formation of the HS (5T2) complex. A comparison with a kinetic

model confirmed the mechanism to be 1A1 + hν → 1MLCT→ 3MLCT→ 5T . While the

photoexcitation to the singlet MLCT state is quasi instantaneous, the decay to the triplet

state occurs within 20-30 fs and is thus below the experimental time sensitivity, but could

possibly be observed with table-top x-ray high-harmonic sources.

V. ELECTRONIC AND STRUCTURAL DETERMINATION OF PHOTOCHEM-

ICALLY ACTIVATED STRUCTURAL DYNAMICS

The femtosecond to picosecond dynamics and fundamental chemical reactivity in transi-

tion metal complexes is a heavily researched field due to the potential of the complexes for

applications in solar energy conversion [127]. Spin crossover dynamics (previous section) and

ligand loss upon photoexcitaion can create changes in the electronic and spin structure that

can be characterized by suitable spectroscopic techniques. Furthermore structural changes

will occur subsequently if the excited state is long lived. These also need to be measured

and quantified. In this section, we describe two characteristic examples of such processes:
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FIG. 5: Time-resolved RIXS (FEL) of the ligand exchange dynamics in aqueous

Fe(CO)5: (a) Differential excited state RIXS spectrum with highlighted areas of increased and

decreased intensity that correspond to the ground, ligand, excited, and triplet state. (b) From the

RIXS map in part (a) the excited state dynamics can be separated into the triplet and ligand state

contributions. This would not have been possible in a x-ray absorption experiment due to the

overlap of the triplet and excited state absorption energies. (c) Inferred excitation and relaxation

pathway of the ligand exchange dynamics following photoexcitation. Adapted from ref. [86].

the ligand exchange dynamics in Fe(CO)5 and structural deformation in a diplatinum com-

plex following photoexcitation, which are investigated by resonant inelastic x-ray scattering

(RIXS) and extended x-ray absorption fine structure spectroscopy (EXAFS), respectively.

Both experiments were carried out in liquid environments.

In the first experiment (Fig. 5) a free flowing liquid jet of Fe(CO)5 in ethanol was excited

with 266 nm pump pulses [86], which remove a carbonyl ligand to produce Fe(CO)4. RIXS

spectra were recorded at the Fe L2,3-edge around 710 eV, where core electrons from 2p or-

bitals are excited into an unoccupied valence state, and lower lying-electrons subsequently

refill the core hole causing x-ray emission. The main intensity maximum in a static RIXS

spectrum (not shown) is at 711.5 eV and corresponds to a 2p to 2π∗ excitation with subse-
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quent inelastic scattering to a lower lying state (d7π2π∗1 configuration, 5.5 eV energy transfer).

A difference RIXS spectrum is shown in Fig. 5a, where recorded spectra at negative delays

were subtracted from the spectra at positive delays. The substantial changes across the

spectrum following photoexcitation indicate the change in electronic and nuclear structure,

which mainly occur due to changes in the 2p→LUMO resonance energy within the range

706.5 to 710 eV. Photoexcitation and ligand dissociation leave a hole in a dπ orbital, which is

localized on the metal. The depletion of the ground state upon photoexcitation is apparent

in the signal decrease in the violet region in Fig. 5(a,b), which is located right where the

main RIXS signal of unexcited Fe(CO)5 is located (not shown). In addition, photoexcitation

introduces a new transition at lower energies (706.5 eV, excited state and triplet state) due

to the created hole in the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO). The excited singlet

state is generated briefly during photoexcitation with a lifetime of 200-300 fs (red region in

Fig. 5(a,b)), either undergoing spin crossover (see last section) to form an excited triplet

(300 fs lifetime, orange region in Fig. 5(a,b)), or it undergoes back-coordination with a

CO or an EtOH ligand to form vibrationally hot re-ligated Fe(CO)5 or Fe(CO)4EtOH (blue

region in Fig. 5(a,b)). This back-coordination is close to the original RIXS peak (violet re-

gion) but slightly shifted as the newly formed Fe(CO)5 is vibrationally hot, or Fe(CO)4EtOH

is formed, and occurs with a time constant of about 200 fs. Importantly, this study RIXS

could spectrally distinguish the singlet and triplet excited states (red and orange regions in

Fig. 5(a,b)), which have similar x-ray absorption, but are characterized through different

resonant emission features. The resulting mechanism is summarized in Fig. 5c. Upon pho-

toexcitation from the ground state (blue field in Fig. 5c), a ligand is removed and an excited

state is formed (red), which can either undergo re-ligation in about 200 fs, or undergo spin

crossover in about 300 fs (orange), which subsequently decays back to the ground state on

much longer time scales of about 50-100 ps.

Finally, the geometric structure of a complex will change upon photoexcitation to a

long-lived excited state. Stroboscopic x-ray diffraction studies of the diplatinum complex

[Pt2(P2O5H2)4]
4 indicated a Pt-Pt bond shortening in the excited state [128]. Extended

x-ray absorption fine structures can reveal structural changes, as variations in those are

governed by scatterings events of the excited photoelectron with neighboring atoms. There-

fore, subsequent EXAFS studies were carried out and revealed a shortening of the Pt-P and

Pt-O separations in the excited state, but were insensitive to the Pt-Pt bond [129–131].
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model-based 
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best fit:
Pt-Pt contraction of 0.31Å 

Pt-ligand elongation of 0.010Å
7% excitation yield
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c

[Pt2(P2O5H2)4]4-

FIG. 6: Time-resolved EXAFS measurement reveals structural dynamics of a photo-

chemically active diplatinum molecule in solution (a) Time-resolved EXAFS is recorded at

the platinum L3 edge (ground state absorbance in black) 150 ns following photoexcitation with 390

nm light (red data points). (b) Using a set of likely bond deformation scenarios EXAFS spectra

are calculated and fitted to the experimental data (black line in (c). The excellent agreement with

the feature-rich EXAFS spectra gives insight into bond deformation dynamics in complex aqueous

molecules. Adapted from ref. [69].

Van der Veen et al. followed up on these experiments and excited a diplatinum complex

[Pt2(P2O5H2)4]
−2 at 370 nm into the first singlet excited state and probed its geometry

through EXAFS by hard x-rays at the Pt L3-edge (11.5-11.9 keV) [69]. Previous studies

indicated a Pt-Pt bond shortening of 0.175-0.225 Åin the excited state by measuring the

metal-metal stretch vibrational frequencies. EXAFS can provide a more direct picture of

the global structural changes in the photoexcited complex. Transient EXAFS spectra are

shown in Fig. 6, where the black spectrum shows the ground state absorption, and the red

spectrum indicates the excited state. Oscillations versus energy can be predicted from an

initial starting geometry of the diplatinum complex, which is iteratively varied to match

the experimental spectrum. Following this procedure the model-based multivariant fitting

procedure reveals the structure of the diplatinum complex, with a 0.31 A Pt-Pt bond length

contraction and a 0.010 ÅPt-ligand elongation. The investigation of bond shortening of
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dimetal complexes and structural changes by x-ray absorption and scattering techniques

remains an active field of research [132–134]

VI. DISCUSSION AND OUTLOOK

In this perspective, we described the currently available x-ray techniques for time-resolved

spectroscopy of chemical dynamic processes. Attosecond transient absorption and photofrag-

mentation spectroscopy are able to elucidate the evolution of electronic coherences [65, 84],

which occur on the sub-femtosecond to few-femtosecond time scale. After dephasing of the

electronic coherences, more complex molecular processes can set in, and the newly devel-

oped capabilities of table-top carbon K-edge transient absorption spectroscopy [66, 67, 116]

(and greater x-ray energy regimes) can be used to study dissociations and ring openings.

Other preeminent dynamical processes like spin-crossover [68] and ligand-exchange dynam-

ics [86] occur on similar time scales, and new techniques like RIXS can measure valence

energy transfers, reminiscent of the valence energy level separations and core level transi-

tions, simultaneously. Finally, the extended absorption fine structure studies in EXAFS give

information on the evolving nuclear geometry [69].

While synchrotron sources for x-ray spectroscopy have been perfected over the last

decades, the HHG based laboratory sources and FELs are still making tremendous im-

provements. Pulse durations at FELs have been continuously dropping over the last years

and the bandwidths of single-spike pulses are supporting durations of about 200 attoseconds

[27, 135], and are thus approaching the pulse durations achieved by HHG. High-harmonic

generation based XUV and soft x-ray sources already provide the ultimate time resolution

approaching the atomic unit of time (24 as) [21, 23]. Much development is now devoted to

extending the accessible photon energies to spectroscopically access the very relevant carbon,

oxygen and nitrogen K-edges, as well as the 3d transition metal L-edges, which will enable

the study of ultrafast charge transfer and reaction dynamics of novel inorganic materials as

well as photochemically active organic and organo-metallic complexes in gaseous, liquid and

solid environments.

In particular, experiments on free-flowing thin liquid jets in vacuum have made tremen-

dous progress in the last years [136]. The FEL and synchrotron studies on spin-crossover,

and electronic and structural dynamics of photochemically activated species reported in this
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perspectivee were done in liquid environments. Soft x-ray studies with high-harmonic sources

have been hindered for a long time by the short penetration depths in liquids and solutes.

The developments of free-flowing liquid jets [137–139] have allowed first high-harmonic based

soft x-ray photoelectron studies on liquid samples [140], and many more studies, including

transient absorption experiments, will follow in the future, which will shed light on larger

and more complex molecules.

The field of x-ray spectroscopy is also undergoing a rapid technical development, in

particular due to the developments of new free-electron lasers, as well as higher-flux, higher

photon-energy HHG sources. New FEL sources are developed in the United States (LCLS

II), the European Union (XFFEL in Germany), Switzerland (SwissFEL) and South Korea

(PAL-FEL). They are now becoming available [97] and will deliver brighter and higher

flux hard x-ray pulses. The femtosecond technology underlying high-harmonic generation

is currently undergoing a rapid change. While Titanium:Sapphire lasers delivering 800

nm pulses have been the de-facto workhorses for generating high-harmonics in the XUV

and soft x-ray range for the last twenty years, optical parametric chirped-pulse amplifiers

(OPCPAs) are now challenging the pivotal role of Titanium:Sapphire systems. OPCPAs

are capable of producing much higher average powers than Titanium:Sapphire systems,

which can benefit the available pulse energies and repetition rates for driving HHG [141].

Additionally, OPCPAs have the advantage of wavelength tunability, which will enable the

generation of photon energies up to 1 keV at high fluxes with HHG sources.

The high spatial coherence of the described x-ray sources have opened up new paths for

imaging nanoscale targets and probing their dynamics with femtosecond time resolution.

Transient states of xenon nanoparticles were imaged by x-ray scattering by FEL lasers [142],

and single helium nanodroplets were imaged with a high-harmonic source [143]. These

experiments pave the way towards nanoscale imaging experiments with few-femtosecond

to attosecond time resolution. Such scattering techniques will be crucial for studying the

initial steps of heterogeneous catalytic reaction cycles [144] of molecules on nano-structured

surfaces.

The recent development of table-top high harmonic sources with circular polarization

[34, 145] enable soft x-ray experiments on magnetic materials [146] and chiral molecules [147].

Such sources can even be combined with the previously mentioned scattering techniques on

nano-structured samples [148], which has been used to image magnetic domains, and will
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enable the investigation the demagnetization dynamics of structured magnetic materials.

A major driving force behind the construction of FELs is imaging biomolecular systems

such as proteins by femtosecond X-ray nanocrystallography [149]. However, the high intensi-

ties required for such imaging experiments induce multiple ionization events and subsequent

fragmentation of the proteins [150], which requires the use of very short pulses of a few

femtosecond duration, as well as a thorough understanding of the ionization dynamics upon

x-ray exposure. Pioneering experiments have investigated the formation of highly charged

neon ions after x-ray exposure [151]. Future experiments could use core-ionization to trig-

ger ultrafast subfemtosecond charge migration [152], which could be probed with element

specificity by broadband attosecond absorption measurements.

While this perspective reviews the achievements of pump-probe techniques, further devel-

opments of high-brilliance sources and attosecond multi-pulse experiments will enable novel

x-ray multidimensional spectroscopy. Theoretical research has already explored numerous

opportunities [153], and first experimental steps in this direction have successfully imple-

mented four-wave mixing experiments (XUV + 2 near infrared photons) in nobles gases

[154–156]. First experiments have already been successful in demonstrating non-linear x-ray

interactions in solids: Hard X-ray and optical sum-frequency [157] generation as well as

soft x-ray surface second-harmonic generation [158] have been demonstrated at FELs. Hard

x-ray interactions induce second-harmonic and sum-frequency generation even in centro-

symmetric bulk materials due to optically induced charges fields arising in the exposed

sample. On the other hand, soft x-ray surface second-harmonic generation can be a true

interface probe due to the longer wavelength, much like optical surface second-harmonic gen-

eration spectroscopy and will provide a new route to studying ultrafast interface dynamics.

In general, multidimensional x-ray techniques will have the potential to elegantly separate

core-level shifts from valence shell dynamics and to correlate the induced chemical dynam-

ics to the local environment of single atoms in molecules. As such, multidimensional x-ray

techniques can bring another revolution to the studies of chemical dynamics and chemical

structure, much like multidimensional NMR, infrared and visible techniques have provided

fundamental new insight into chemical science.
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